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Eglin Air Force Base TSA rolls out stronger carry-on screening at all U.S. federal
airports to raise baseline for aviation security
As we approach summer travel season on the Emerald Coast, the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) announced completion on the implementation of
enhanced screening procedures for carry-on luggage, as part of an overall effort
to raise the standards for aviation security across the country. TSA encourages all
passengers to arrive at the airport no less than two hours prior to flight departure
for all domestic travel.
From TSA Media Room:
The stronger security measures, which began last summer, require
travelers to place all personal electronics larger than a cell phone in bins for
X-ray screening in standard lanes. In addition to screening personal
electronic devices separately, including laptops, tablets, e-readers and
handheld game consoles, TSA officers may instruct travelers to separate
other items from carry-on bags such as foods, powders, and any materials
that can clutter bags and obstruct clear images on the X-ray machine.
Travelers are encouraged to organize their carry-on bags and keep them
uncluttered to ease the screening process and keep the lines moving.
“I am committed to continue raising the baseline for aviation security, and
these enhanced screening measures enable TSA officers to better screen
for threats to passengers and aircrew while maintaining efficiency at
checkpoints throughout the U.S.,” said TSA Administrator David Pekoske.
“Our security efforts remain focused on always staying ahead of those
trying to do us harm and ensuring travelers get to their destination safely.”
The enhanced carry-on screening procedures have been phased in over the
past several months in standard lanes at airports across the country.

Travelers may experience minimal changes to what can be brought through
the checkpoint; food and liquid items that comply with the 3-1-1 liquids
rule, electronics, and books continue to be allowed in carry-on baggage.
However, TSA officers may ask travelers to separate dense foods, powders
and other items to allow screening officers to obtain a clear X-ray image for
security purposes. Items that cannot be identified and resolved at the
checkpoint are prohibited from entering the cabin of the aircraft.
While it is possible that passengers may experience more bag checks and
additional screening of some items, TSA officers conduct screening with
quicker and more targeted procedures to secure passengers and their
carry-on baggage. As always, travelers with privacy concerns can request
private screening.
Travelers enrolled in TSA Pre✓® will continue to experience expedited
screening by not having to remove shoes, the 3-1-1 liquids bag, laptops,
light outerwear jackets, or belts. The program is available for eligible
individuals who have been identified as low-risk, trusted travelers. As
directed by TSA officers, some of these procedures apply to eligible
passengers using TSA Pre✓® lanes.
TSA continually adjusts processes and procedures to meet the everevolving threat and to achieve the highest levels of transportation security.
TSA Q&A along with helpful travel information can be found at
https://www.tsa.gov/travel/security-screening
Airport Operations Center – 850-651-7166. Thank you for flying VPS!
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